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ABSTRACT 
This proposal is to explore how a chatbot tool can be used as a 
customer service communication channel for a small Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) company named Zenzeleni, in the 
marginalized villages of the Eastern Cape. The backend of this 
chatbot will use a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) engine 
together with a keyword search tool to return the requested query. 
The chatbot will enable the user to chat in languages isiXhosa and 
English. The report will look into how the chatbot is beneficial for 
customer services, how this will be beneficial for the Zenzeleni ISP 
community network and providing a solution which will be 
valuable to the community and without the language barrier being 
an issue. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Through the advancement and innovation of technology, the goal 
has always been to develop solutions and come up with products 
that answer to distinctive problems. With that being said chatbots 
was one of the technology advancements that answered mainly 
customer services problems and needs, amongst others. “Compared 
to traditional chats, chatbots are not handled by human persons, but 
software is leading through conversations”[1]. Community 
network Zenzeleni like any other organisation offering a service to 
customers, could benefit from the advancement of chatbots. 

1.1 Zenzeleni 
Zenzeleni is a non-profit company based in the rural villages of the 
Eastern Cape. It is a wireless Internet service provider that is owned 
and managed by the community. They offer high speed and very 
inexpensive internet in comparison to other ISP in our country. 
Zenzeleni started off as an intranet providing voice services to 
phones connected through a router, they then branched out and 
included an external connection via a 3G modem[2]. 
 

 
Through the growth and process of Zenzeleni, other community 
members saw the opportunity generate income by using the solar 
stations giving the router power to charge phones at a very low fee. 
More opportunities came up for locals to generate income through 
Zenzeleni[2]. The members of the cooperation are people chosen 
by the community members. They decide who hosts charging 
stations and the routers, along with who sells the WIFI vouchers 
 
The advancement of technology still leaves areas in the deep rural 
areas of the Eastern Cape marginalised due to shortage of skills and 
infrastructure.  
When introducing a new technology product in these communities 
and expecting the community to use it means it should be user 
friendly and be accommodating of the user’s environment. 

1.2 Customer Services  
According to the Oxford dictionary, customer services is defined as 
“The assistance and advice provided by a company to those people 
who buy or use its products or services”. Customer services play a 
significant role in any organisation that involves humans, they were 
initially there to provide assistance to the customer base, customer 
services now is more beneficial because it also allows customers to 
give feedback to the organisation and that is usually used to grow 
and change certain aspects of the product or organisation. Another 
benefit is customer loyalty.  
Zenzeleni, just like any organisation has different levels of 
customer support and how the customer moves up the ladder 
depending on the skills and knowledge of the consultant dealing 
with the customer at that stage. 
Everyone who has issues start consulting for help at the lowest level 
which is usually the call centre, then from there it escalates to 
higher levels until it gets to the technician if needs be.  
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Figure 1: The Pyramid is a representation of the different levels 
of the Zenzeleni model. 
 
According to the Zenzeleni business model, these are the typical 
layers that make the model, and an example of when to access these 
layers[3]. 
A local member in one of Zenzeleni’s ISP covered village 
purchases a Wi-fi voucher from a mobile store which is called an 
Anchor Tenant. The Voucher doesn’t work on the user’s phone and 
she goes back to the shop to enquire about this, the anchor tenant 
will take this problem to the Zenzeleni Cooperative which handles 
sales, maintenance etc. should they not be able to sort this out the 
NPC level will be able to assist. This just one among various typical 
customer involved issues. 
The lowest level receives a high influx of calls and issues and they 
are usually repetitive questions, so consultants sometimes spend the 
day answering the same questions over and over again. This is 
where chatbots come in. 

1.3 Chatbot 
A chatbot is a communication tool that allows a user to 
communicate/chat with a robot, which is the software behind it. A 
chatbot impersonates a human and makes use of natural language 
to ensure the chat flow feels like your communicating with a 
human.  
Users can conversate using text and audio and different algorithms, 
engines and tools are used to understand the text, move through the 
different steps and send a request to the back-end, then send back 
the response through the chatbot to the end user. 
Chatbots are used in various organisation and in various operations 
such as recruiting and HR, travel and customer services. 
 
Chatbots can assist a community network like Zenzeleni and its 
cooperatives, they can help decrease and manage the inquiries that 
are received at the first level. Chatbots can act as the lowest level 
in this model.  A bot can also help the Zenzeleni communities by 
assisting the users in their native language isiXhosa. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW  
 According to the authors of Using Learning Analytics to 
Understand the Design of an Intelligent Language Tutor – Chatbot 

Lucy “Chatbots can be designed to provide specific information 
and direct dialogue to specific topics such as website guide, 
frequently asked questions (FAQ) guide, virtual support agent, 
virtual sales agent, survey taker, quiz host, learning tutor and chat-
room host”[4]. Petrina and Fei describe in their journal that the use 
of chatbots can mimic human-like communication.[4] 
“Traditional customer service chatbots are usually based on human 
dialogue, yet significant issues in terms of data scale and 
privacy.”[4] The authors of SuperAgent: A Customer Service 
Chatbot for E-commerce Websites have created what is called a  
Super-Agent, which is a customer service chatbot for e-commerce 
sites. Compared to Traditional customer service chatbots, Super-
Agent takes advantage of wider-range, openly available, and 
crowd-sourced customer data.[4] They further explored fact 
Question/Answer, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) search, 
keyword searches as well as a chit-chat conversation modelling.[4]  
The Fact QA engine is developed to answer questions by stating 
pre-approved facts, this goes along with a machine learning based 
matching framework.[4]  
The FAQ search engine is defined as a set of Question and Answer 
pairs and a customer’s question, we find the most similar question 
in the FAQ and return the corresponding answer as the reply.[4] 
The chit-chat modelling is used for answering error messages, 
greetings messages and queries that cannot be answered be the 
previously mentioned engines. They then concluded that it’s better 
for users information assets, especially when the user interface 
contents have too much user-generated content. [4]  
Amongst other chatbot benefits, the greatest one is that a assistance 
is available anywhere anytime. [1] The operation of a chatbot 
according to Zumstein and Hundertmark starts with the user 
making a request, social media platforms such as using WhatsApp, 
Facebook or a website or application. The request goes into 
Language Processor (NLP) and later to a conversation engine. The 
next step is the conversation engine and then through to the back-
end, which is connected to a database, which gives the correlating 
request. 

3 PROJECT PROPOSAL 
Zenzeleni is a community network that provides wireless internet 
services in exclusive Villages in the low infrastructure and low 
resources province, Eastern Cape. The different communities have 
WhatsApp groups where they communicate and a lot of it is done 
in isiXhosa and via text. Group chats can be tedious to handle when 
there are too many issues at a time, it can also be annoying to some 
users to receive notifications on other people’s issues. 
 
The purpose of this project is to create a chatbot for the Zenzeleni 
community, where the community members can ask for assistance 
when they are having troubles and the bot will reply with the 
relevant answer. The bot will have a menu similar to that of a USSD 
interface, and will have it in either isiXhosa or English. This will 
be an Artificial Intelligence powered chatbot, which will have a 
menu that will change and be set based on frequently asked 
questions appearing on the top. 

Zenzeleni Non-Profit 
Company (NPC)

Zenzeleni 
Cooperarive

Local Cooperative / 
Anchor Tenant
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The user will open the bot and select which question/topic they 
need help with. Since this will be in the preferred language, a 
keyword search tool is then used to search the back-end of 
keywords. This is then sent to the Database, which will give the 
request to the corresponding query and return it. The response is 
then converted and the correct answer is displayed on the chatbot 
to the user. The response can be in text, video or audio depending 
on the request. The search results will be returned in the requested 
language. 

4 USER REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 About the Project 
The Zenzeleni chatbot will be a function in the Zenzeleni App 
where Mankosi and Zithulele’s local community members can 
access when they need help with something or want to know what 
to do when the wi-fi is down amongst other issues. The user can 
send a request in isiXhosa and the bot will use a text key-word 
searching engine to be able to give the corresponding output which 
can be text, videos or even audio.  

4.2 User Scenarios and Personas 

 
Figure 2: This is an example of a persona in the given user 
scenario. 

4.3 Project User View 
There is one type of human user, the bot and the back-end. 
 
The mobile user:  The bot presents a USSD-like interface and the 
user can select which topic they would like to be helped with or 
type out in text how they would like to be assisted. 
 
The bot:  The bot takes the user request and translates it into the 
programming algorithm that also checks how often the specific 

request is made, this is important because the menu of the chatbot 
changes depending on the number of requests made. 
 
The Back-end:  In this step the request is taken as a keyword and 
passed on to the database, which will be FAQ based and divided 
between the two languages. The corresponding query will be sent 
back to the bot which will pass it to the user. 

4.4 Functional Requirements 
• The chatbot should enable the user to select option of 

interest from the menu. 
• The chatbot should allow the user to send requests in both 

English and isiXhosa. 
• The chatbot should be able to send users feedback in text, 

voice and video. 
• The chatbot should be able to change the menu based on 

frequently asked questions and topics. 

4.5 Use Cases Diagram 

 
Figure 3: This is a Use Case Diagram that shows the different 
actors and what they can do on the chatbot 

4.6 Non-functional Requirements 
• The chatbot should be able to respond to users within 10 

minutes after a user has made a request 
• The system will restart conversation after at least 5 

minutes of inactivity 
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• The database will be able to store and retrieve in 2 
languages isiXhosa and English related requests 

• The menu of the system should change after a specific 
request is made at least 20 times 

• The USSD-like menu should have at least 10 options to 
choose from.  

5 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

5.1 Data flow Diagram 
The dataflow diagram represents the relationship between the user 
and the system and the flow of how a simple request is made and 
how the result is delivered back to the end users.  

 
Figure 4: The dataflow diagram shows what happens when the 
end user sends a request. 

6 USER INTERFACE 
The chatbot will be hosted on the Zenzeleni web-based application. 
The small chat icon is usually visible at the bottom right of the app. 
The two figures give a rough idea of how the interface will look 
like. 

       
Figure 5: The first image shows where the chatbot button will 
be (red circle), and the second image is a representation of the 
chat user interface. 

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion the Zenzeleni chatbot will be for the Zenzeleni ISP 
users based in the marginalized villages of the Eastern Cape and it 
will allow these users to be able to use the bot to enquire about 
Zenzeleni related issues, and also how to get information they may 
be interested in on Zenzeleni. They can send these requests anytime 
as the bot will always respond. The bot will use a FAQ based 
database in the backend and will search through it using key words, 
either in isiXhosa or English.  
The next step is the design and prototyping phase. This is where I 
will design how the frontend will work together with the back-end 
of the system, the engines and tools used and the design and 
structure of the FAQ based database that will be split in the two 
languages. The next phase also involves prototyping how the 
chatbot will work and making constant changes and improvements 
on that. 
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